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ZACO W450 
Floor washing robot

User manual



 
ZACO Customer Service 
 
Customer Service Number:  
00800-42377961 (European Free Call)  
0209-513038-383 (Direct Line - DE)  
 
Email: hello@zacorobot.eu 

Dear Customer,  

thank you for purchasing ZACO W450 floor washing robot1 
You‘ve joined the millions of people who clean with robots - the smarter way 
to get it down.  

Please take a few moments to read this manual and get acquainted with your 
robot, to get the best performance from your robot. lf you have any problem, 
please don‘t worry, you are supposed to contact our customer service first or 
visit our website at www.zacorobot.eu for more information.  

Best regards, 
ZACO Customer Service
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Safety Instructions

Before using the electrical device, basic precautions should always be followed. 
 
READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING THIS APPLIANCE.  
PLEASE SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS.

1. This device is not suitable to be used by children under the age of 8 or by people with 
physical or emotional disabilities. If to use, please operate the device under the supervision 
of a guardian. Please do not let the child sit on the robot or use the robot as a toy.

2. Please remove all obstacles such as power cords or other small items before using the robot. 
Do not let curtains or tablecloths touch the floor. When using the mopping function, please 
fold the edges of the carpet so that they work as a barrier for the robot or use the ZACOHo-
me app to declare a “carpet area”.

3. If there are stairs, please do a test run to see whether the robot detects the edge of the 
staircase.

4. Please follow the instructions in this manual to operate the robot.

5. Make sure the power supply voltage matches the voltage marked on the charging dock.

6. Use the robot only indoors and only in home environments. Do not use it outdoors or in 
commercial or industrial environments.

7. Only use the original rechargeable battery and charging dock provided by the manufacturer. 
Non-rechargeable batteries are strictly forbidden to use. For battery details, please refer to 
the technical specifications.

8. Do not let the robot get into contact with water.

9. Do not wipe the robot with a wet cloth.

10. Do not use the robot on wet floors.

11. Do not use the robot around open fires or around fragile objects.

12. Do not use the robot in temperatures over 40 degrees Celsius or below -5 degrees Celsius.

13. Do not let hair, cloth or fingers come close to the product‘s openings or operating parts.

14. Do not let the robot suck in any material or items that might get stuck in the device, such as 
stones, paper, etc.

15. Do not let the robot vacuum flammable materials such as gasoline or printer toner.

16. Do not allow the robot to absorb any products that are burning such as cigarettes, matches, 
ashes, or other items that may cause a fire.

17. Do not use the robot if the suction port is blocked. Clean up dust, hair, cotton, etc. 
to ensure air can flow smoothly.

18. Do not use a damaged charging dock.
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19. Do not use the power adapter to drag or pull the robot or its charging dock. Do not allow the 
robot to operate while the power adapter is attached. Keep the power adapter away from 
heat sources.

20. If the power adapter is damaged, replace it with an official ZACO power adapter only. Do not 
use uncertified replacement parts from third parties.

21. Make sure the dust bin and the filter are properly installed before using the robot.

22. Do not use the robot if a baby is sleeping in the room.

23. Do not use the robot when the device is damaged due to dropping it, water damage, or 
outdoor use. To ensure warranty, only let the robot be repaired by the official ZACO Repair 
Service. In this case, please contact the ZACO Customer Support.

24. If the robot will not be used for a long time, disconnect it from the power supply and turn off 
the power switch on the side of the device.

25. Before cleaning and maintaining the product, please turn off the power switch.

26. Before cleaning and maintaining the product, please disconnect the power adapter.

27. Before disposing the product, please remove the device from the charging dock, turn off the 
power switch and remove the battery.

28. When disposing the battery, you must follow local laws and regulations.

29. Never dispose of the robot or its battery by putting it on fire as it may cause an explosion, 
even if the product is severely damaged.

30. Please follow the instructions to use the product. ZACO by Robovox Distributions GmbH will 
not take responsibility for loss or damage caused by improper use. 

Safety Instructions
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Product parts

Main body and partsMain body and parts

Water tank 
release button

Handle

Bumper

Dirtwater 
outlet

Side wheel

Cleaning 
modes

Start/Stop

WiFi

Water tank alertPath mode

Area mode

Camera
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Product parts

Dirtwater tank

Insertion side

Clean water inlet

Fan inlet

Dirtwater level detector

Microfiber roll

Roll gearwheel
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Product parts

Charging pins

Front wheel

Side wheel

Cliff sensor

Cliff sensor

Sprinkler 
nozzles

Rear wheel

Suction port

Scraper

Locking button

Fan outlet 

Clean water outlet

Clean water 
inlet cap

Minimum indicator
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Down

Audio output

Left

Product parts

Charging dock

Remote control

Charging pins

Note:     /      /     /      cannot be used during a cleaning cycle.

Power supply socket

Adaptor wire brackets

Right

Up

Spot mode

Auto mode

Area mode

Water flow Repeat
Brush
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List of Accessories

Charging dockRobot Main brush

Cleaning toolV-børsterAAA BatteryrengøringsværktøjRemote control

User manual Power adaptor

Product parts
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Product operation

1  Placing the charging dock

1. Connect the adapter to the charging dock

2. Place the charging dock on the ground. Connect the power supply and secure the 
wires around the cable channel

Charging Dock

Note: After the charging dock is connected, the indicator light on the top turns on.

Note: The W450 model does not resume charging automically after cleaning. 
Please return it to the charging dock manually for recharging after each use.

2  Charging

1. Check if the robot and the charging dock face the same direction.

2. With the help of the handle, put the robot on the charging dock.

1

1

2

2
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1

Product operation

Water tank operation

Step 2

Align the bottom of the 
integrated water tank with the 
main body and push forward.

Step 1

Fill the water tank up to at 
least  MIN (minumum) level. 
(See page 20)

Step 4

Press down, and a „click“ will 
be heard if installed properly.

Step 3 

Align the insert spots and 
move the water tank to  
insert it into the main body.

2

3

4
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Product operation

Start cleaning

Tap the           button to switch cleaning 
modes.

.

Press           button or use the remote control/APP to change cleaning modes when the 
robot is in standby. Then press           button to start cleaning your home. 

Modes

1. Press          button to choose cleaning mode. Press          button 3s to connect the robot   
     to Wi-Fi.

2. Press          button to start cleaning, and press          button again for 3s to turn the robot 
    off. 

3. The robot will go to SLEEP mode if no command received in 20mins.

Note: The remote control can only be used when the robot is turned on.

Note: The above can only be operated in standby mode.

Press                         button on the remote 
control to switch modes directly.
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Product operation

Remote control operation

1   Forward
2   Right
3   Left
4   Backward
5   Path mode
6   Area mode
7   Spot mode

Note: Please place two AAA/R03 batteries into the remote control before using it.  
Please take out the batteries if the remote control is not used for a long time.

8   Voice 
9   Water flow

10  Repeat
11  Brush

Note:     /      /     /      cannot be used during a cleaning cycle.
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Product operation

Getting started
•Select cleaning mode and press            button  
start cleaning. For better cleaning efficiency,  
please place the robot stably against walls and  
keep 0.5m away from any obstacles.

•Press           button again to stop the robot 
from cleaning.

•The robot will work out the best cleaning path  
when running. If the robot is moved manually or 
 by remote control, it gets disrupted and will work  
out a new cleaning path. In order to improve cleaning efficiency and reduce repeated 
cleaning, please do not move the robot when it‘s cleaning.

1. The robot will return to the starting point when clean water runs out or the 
dirty water tank is full. Users should refill the clean water or empty the dirty water 
according to its voice prompts. Put the robot to the place where it stops cleaning 
and press the clean button to continue the work.
2. Please empty the dirty water tank after each cleaning, as well as cleaning up 
and maintaining the robot.
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Product operation

1   Area mode

Recommended to clean a specific area.  
The robot will clean the area ahead of its starting 
point at zigzag path. It will return to the starting 
point when cleaning finished. Press           button 
to pause the robot. (The below right picture shows 
the cleaning path of area mode, subject to the 
actual situation.)

2   Path mode 

Recommended to clean large area. The robot cleans 
in zigzag path and return to the starting point when 
cleaning finished automatically. Press             button 
to pause the robot. 
(The below right picture shows the cleaning path of 
path mode, subject to the actual situation. )

3   Spot mode 

Recommended to clean a localized area with heavy 
stains. The robot cleans in „spiral“ path and return to 
the starting point and goes into standby mode when 
cleaning finished automatically. 
(The below right picture shows the cleaning path of 
Spot mode, subject to the actual situation.)

Cleaning modes  
To ensure the best cleaning experience, the robot comes with different cleaning modes. 
The different modes can be activated by using the remote control or the ZACOHome app.

Note: To start any of the modes described below, please make sure that the robot 
is turned on and that the Auto button indicator is flashing.
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Product operation

Warning:

• If the robot is stopped during the mopping process (e.g. to add water or to rinse 
out the mop cloth), the robot will reprogram its cleaning path and already 
cleaned areas will be mopped again. To have a better mopping effect, it is 
recommended to use the mopping function in one room at a time.

• If another room needs to be mopped, please manually move the robot to that 
room. Add water or rinse out the mop cloth if necessary.

• If you have a carpet in your house, roll up the edges to prevent the robot from 
climbing and soiling the carpet. Alternatively, you can declare a “carpet area” 
via the ZACOHome app which the robot recognized as an area that needs to be 
vacuumed but not mopped.

• Please add water regularly and rinse the microfiber roll. Remove the water tank 
from the robot to refill it.

• Please remove the water tank while charging.
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App download and user instruction

Your robot can be controlled with ZACOHome App- The ZACCOHome App is avaliable for free in 
your App store.

1. Make sure the smartphone is connected to the  
home Wi-Fi network and has good signal. 

2. Create an account in the  
ZACOHome app and log in.

3. Turn off the robot and turn it back on before pairing  

to the Wi-Fi.

Dowloading the app

Connecting the robot

1. The robot must be online and connected to the ZACOHome App.

2. Download the Amazon Alexa App/ Google Home App and log in with your Amazon account/ Google account

3. Search for the ZACOHome Skill under „Skills & Games“/ „Compatible with Google devices“ and active it.

4. You need to log in with your account from ZACOHome App to activate it.

5. Now the robot can be operated by voice control. The robot will then listen to the name you gave it via  

the ZACOHome App

Why not try the following commands:

„Alexa, turn on ZACO.“ or „Ok Google, turn on ZACO.“

„Alexa, turn off ZACO.“ oder „Ok Google, turn off ZACO.“

Voice control via Alexa/ Google Home
This washing robot can also be operated using Alexa or Google Home voice control.

To use this skill, you must have the ZACOHome App installed.
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Product maintenence

Note: It‘s recommended to properly moisten the roll before 
installation for a better cleaning performance.

1. Place the microfibre roll (left side) onto the gear spot on the main body.

2. Let the roll pin (right side) slide into the appropriate opening

Insertion of the microfibre roll

Filling the water tank

1. Press down the water tank release button, pull the handle up to detach the tank.

2. Turn the integrated water tank upside down.

3. Open the clean water tank cap and fill up the tank with clean water.

4. After filling up the water, flip the tank vertically to check the water volume,  

whether the minimum water level is reached*

5. Do not use distilled/purified water or any third party detergents**.

Minimum water level
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Cleaning the used water tank

1  Detach the integrated water tank. 2  Open the cap and empty the waste.

3  Fill the dirtwater tank with clean water.  
      Close the cap and shake the tank gently.

4  Open the cap again and drain the tank.

Product maintenence

Maintenance and accessory replacement schedule

Item Maintenance Time Replace

Water tank After each use /

Main brush Once a week 3-5 months

Suction passage Once a week /

Fan outlet Once a week /

Universal wheel Once a month /

To keep the robot running at peak performance, you are advised to perform the 
following maintenance regularly:
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Note: The scraper is attached to the robot. Please do not try to disassemble 
and rinse it after each cleaning.

Product maintenance

1  Detach the integrated water tank.

1  Remove the filterFilter

2   Remove the roll from the robot body.

2   Rinse it with clean water.

3  Remove all the debris on the microfibre roll 4  Rinse the roll with clean water, and air dry  
      it before installation

Cleaning the microfibre roll

Cleaning the filter
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Product maintenance

1   
3   

After removing the filter, press the water tank locking button to open the fan outlet.  
To maintain the water tank‘s proper functioning, clean both openings of the fan outlet 
and remove dust and debris.

Press down the locking 
pin for the air and dirty 
water intake openings.

2   Rinse both openings 
with running water.

Then pour the water 
out of the dirtwater 
tank again.

Note: To keep the tanks tightly sealed, clean the inlet and outlet, and the caps  
             of both tanks regularly.

Caps

Inlet

Outlet

Caps
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Product maintenance

Cleaning the contact pins

Wipe all metal contact pins on all product parts regularly with a dry, clean cloth.

Remove the front wheel from it‘s socket and wipe it regularly with a dry, clean cloth.

Cleaning the front wheel
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Troubleshooting

Voice prompt

When the robot has a problem, the Auto button will be flashing a red light and the robot 
play a voice prompt. Please refer to the following table for problems and their reasons.

Note: If the problem is still not solved, please follow the instructions below:

• Please turn off and turn on the power switch to restart the robot.

• If the problem is not solved after a restart, please contact our ZACO Customer Service.

Error Voice Prompt Reason Solution

01 Please check left wheel Left wheel abnormal Please check left wheel

02 Please check right wheel Right wheel abnormal Please check right wheel

03 Please check the air intake Motor abnormal Please check and clean suction port

04 Please clap front bumper Front bumper abnormal Please tap front bumper

05
Please check and clean  

the cliff sensor
Drop sensors abnormal Please clean drop sensors

06
Please put the robot back on  

the ground
Robot is not on the ground Please put robot back to ground

07 Low battery, please charge Robot failed to find charging dock (dock)
Please put robot back to charging 

dock to recharge

08 Please fill the clean water tank The clean water tank is empty Fill the tank with water

09 Please empty the dirtwater tank Water tank is filled with dirtwater Empty the dirtwater tank

10
Please install  

water tank correctly
The water tank is not installed correctly Reinstall the water tank

11
Please place the robot  

in an open area
Robot is stuck Place the robot in an open area

12
Dark environment,  

please turn on the light.
The room ist too dark for the robot  

to navigate properly.
Turn on the lights

13 Please clean the lens The camera lens is dirty Clean the lens

14
Please check and clean the 

universal wheel
The front wheel is not able to move properly

Please clean the universal  
front wheel
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Product Specifications

Robot specificationsRobot specifications

Type

Mechanical

Electrical

Cleaning

Description Specification

Diameter 292 mm

Height 115 mm

Net Weight 3,4 kg

Voltage 14.8 V

Battery Type Li-ion 2900 mAh

Power 22 W

Charging Method Manual charging

Dirtwater tank capacity 0,9 l

Clean water tank capacity 0,8 l

Cleaning Modes Area / Path / Spot / Schedule

Charging Time < 350 min.

Operation Time >90 min.

Main Body Mechanical button
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